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Abstract. This study addresses how animals select the right strategies for  motor sequence learning without any 
prior knowledge of correct sequence or task constraints. We developed a motor sequence learning task in which rats 
learn to press levers on the walls of an octagonal operant chamber in an unknown from intracranial self-stimulation 
reward only after the completion of the entire sequence. One rat could learn three-step sequence among four levers 
with more than 80% accuracy after 2000 episodes during 20 hours of training. We observed non-monotonic changes 
in their lever press sequence features. Correlation analysis between the motor sequences of rats and those from 
reinforcement learning simulations by the Q-learning algorithm with different length of memory indicated that the 
state variables and learning parameters changed with the progress of learning. These results suggest that rats can 
flexibly choose appropriate learning methods and parameters in accordance with learning progress. 
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1   Introduction 

Animals and humans have remarkable capability of learning novel behaviors without any prior knowledge of task 
requirements, such as the relevant sensory cues and the length of the motor sequence to achieve a goal. In order to cope 
with the uncertainty of task-relevant states in partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDP), reinforcement 
learning theory prescribes a number of solutions, such as using eligibility traces or augmented state vector by the 
sequence of past observations and actions [1,2,3,4], However, how to choose the right eligibility parameter and the state 
vector length remains an open issue. Here we analyze rats’ whole learning history in learning an unknown lever press 
sequence and try to get an insight of how animals choose the right strategies for sequence learning. Our hypothesis is 
that animals start from the restricted memory space and gradually increase the memory span as it turns out to be 
necessary. 
To test this hypothesis, we developed a new motor sequence learning task in which a rat learns to press levers in an 

unknown sequence from intracranial self-stimulation reward only after completion of the entire sequence. A distinctive 
feature of this task is that the rat has to find out the right sequence purely by exploration without any instruction cues or 
the knowledge of the correct sequence length. After analysis of the statistical features of the rats’ action sequence in 
different stages of learning, we tested a number of reinforcement learning algorithms for the same task to see any 
similarity in the behaviors. The result revealed that the rats indeed took different  learning strategies in different stages 
of learning. 

2   Methods 

Animals and Surgery 
We used male Long-Evans rats (n=2 rats, 280-330g body weight, more than 10weeks old) housed individually under a 
reversed light/dark cycle (turn on at 8:00 p.m. and off at 8:00 a.m.). All experiments were conducted during the dark 
phase. Food was provided after training not to fall below 80% of the weight when rats could feed freely. 

Rats were anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium (5mg/kg, i.p.) and isoflurane (1.7-2.3% at 350-400ml airflow) and 
were immobilized in a stereotaxic instrument. After the skull was exposed and holes were drilled, two bipolar electrodes 
were implanted chronically into the medial forebrain bundle (MFB) in both hemispheres (AP:2.5, L:±1.5, V:-8.5 mm) 
for Intracranial self-stimulation (ICSS). All surgical and experimental procedures were approved by the Animal 
Research Committee of Okinawa Institute of Science and Technology. 
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Fig. 1. Apparatus and task procedure. (a) Octagonal operant chamber has 7 inch LCDs for land marks and stainless retractable levers 
for response. The 46-cm-high walls face to another one with 50 cm distance. (b) The reward was provided after completion of the 
entire sequence. The figure shows an example that the correct sequence was 6-8-7. All the motor sequence learning was created by a 
truly free act of rats without any instruction cue but only with starting eject and ending retract of candidate levers. One session was 
less than 1.5 hours with 10 minutes break. Total time of the daily sessions was regulated within 5 hours. 

Apparatus and Experimental protocol 
For our behavioral task, we used a custom made octagonal operant chamber (OHARA Co., Ltd.) with 7 inch LCDs and 
stainless retractable levers on every eight walls respectively. This chamber was placed in a noise reduction box for 
controlling noise and illuminance level. The distance between face-to-face walls was 50 cm which was three times 
longer than rat’s body. The height of the walls was 46 cm which was high enough for protecting escaping risk of rats 
(Fig.1a).  

In this study, the rat learns to press levers on the walls in a pre-determined sequence. In order to increase the chance 
of getting reward and to keep up the motivation of rats, we introduced the rule that the sequence with unnecessary 
pressing was also rewarded. For example, if the rat made the lever pressing of 6-7-8-7, reward was also provided where 
the correct sequence was 6-8-7 (Fig.1b).  

We used LCDs only for land marks with eight colors. But we did not show any instruction cues on them. All the 
reward was provided after completion of the entire sequence. Therefore, rats have to find out the right sequence purely 
by exploration without any instruction cues, any proximity indicator of steps to reward, and the knowledge of the 
correct sequence length.  

We employed intracranial self-stimulation for the immediate reward which delivers electrical stimulation on MFB. 
Reward stimulation was given in 50 hertz rectangular wave (duration=300μs, current=200µA) for 500 milliseconds [5]. 

Each of the daily learning was within 5 hours and 10 minutes break was given at every 1 or 1.5 hour intervals. We 
did not show any onset alerts and rats could get the task started by themselves. So rats conducted the task as a voluntary 
learning. 

Statistical procedures 
To find out an appropriate learning model which can explain the feature of learning method of a rat, we did computer 
simulations on the assumption that rat’s brain uses reinforcement learning.  

At this time, we introduced Q-learning model with eligibility traces “Q(λ)”. “Actions” of the learning model were 
defined by four candidate behaviors of lever pressing (e.g. pressing lever 5, 6, 7, and 8) and “States” of it were 
represented by previous actions. From a viewpoint of memory length of the past lever pressing of rat, we made Q-
learning models with three varieties of the state variable length. The state representation of “Q(λ)_1step (with 4states)” 
was given by previous one step history of lever pressing. Similarly, “Q(λ)_2steps (4^2states)” had previous two steps 
history and “Q(λ)_3steps (4^3states)” had previous three steps history. 

The learning model consists of four parameters (learning rate α, temporal discounting factor γ, inverse temperature 
parameter for Boltzmann action selection β, and eligibility traces parameter λ). Under 25 conditions of parameter 
setting [α=0.1, γ=0.9, β={2, 4, 6, 8, 10}, λ={0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}], we investigated the relations between parameters 
and length of state representation relating to behavior feature of the rat. The simulations were done ten times under each 
parameter setting. Kullback–Leibler divergence between the probability distribution of lever press sequence of rats and 
of simulation data was calculated for evaluating fitting level. 
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3   Experimental Results 
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Fig. 2. Performance and sequence feature of lever pressing actions. The target sequence was 6-8-7 out of four candidate levers [5 to 
8]. Dotted line with triangle indicates boundary of session. (a) Acquisition rate of ICSS reward. Horizontal gray lines indicate the rate 
for each step to getting reward. (b)(c) Occurrence rates of 2-steps lever press sequence after getting reward; (b) the rates are 
represented by intensity of black color and sequence with asterisk is element of optimal behavior. All values were shown by moving 
average [bin=100steps]. (c) Rates of 2-steps sequence and (d) histograms of steps to reward during three learning phases. 

In order to figure out the feature of learning process of the rat, here we analyzed the sequence of lever pressing 
actions of the rat that could learn three-steps sequence among four levers with more than 80% accuracy after 2000 
episodes [approx. 0.26 rewards/step, 20000 steps]. This rat achieved such a level with voluntary learning during a total 
time of 20 hours. [15days]. Figure 2 shows performance transition and sequence feature during the three-steps sequence 
learning.  

In the beginning of learning within 5000 steps, occurrence rate of 8-7 action after getting reward was highest. This 
means rat shows alternating action between lever 7 and 8 relating to reward and previous action on optimal sequence. 
However, it was decaying on the progress of learning and 6-8 action after 7 relating to optimal sequence was increasing. 
The number of step to getting reward was also decreased. Broad distribution of histogram of number of steps during 
early learning phase converged into optimal three-steps gradually (Fig. 2d). Hence, these shows that rat have a learning 
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ability to acquire optimal sequence 6-8-7 by ICSS reward via trial and errors without any instruction cue on such a 
POMDP task.  

We could also observe the intermediate phase from 5000 to 20000 steps where the rat visited 7 again after the reward 
and searched other than lever 5 (Fig.2bc). In the process of getting the performance better to find out optimal sequence 
well, roundabout search (e.g. 6-7-8-7) was occurred. It indicates that the rat introduced some strategy which is not 
extending retrace length for solving POMDP problem. In order to figure out the generating mechanism of this strategy, 
we did a computer simulation of reinforcement learning comparing rat behavior. 

4   Model Simulation 
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Fig. 3. The matching of the probability distributions of action sequences produced by the simulation and the actual measured by 
Kullback–Leibler divergence (the smaller the better). Top row: early learning phase [first 5000 steps]. Middle row: intermediate 
phase [steps 5001 to 20000]. Bottom row: late phase [steps > 20000]. Each column shows the performance of Q(λ)_1step, _2step and 
_3 step model. Graphs with 9 out of 25 parameter settings of β and λ are shown. 

We then compared the distribution of rat’s action sequences with those of Q-learning models using the Kullback–
Leibler (KL) divergence as the criterion. The lower KL divergence means the better model fit. Figure 3 shows the 
average KL divergence over ten runs of simulations with three learning models using nine different settings of 
parameters for the three stages of learning. 

In the early learning phase, the performance of Q(λ)_1step with a short eligibility trace (λ=0.1) and a large inverse 
temperature (=10) showed the best fit. This indicates that a model with a simple state representation with short 
memory of past action with greedy choice explained the rat’s behavior best. Persisting behavior for 8-7 action sequence 
after getting reward was a typical feature of this phase.  
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In the intermediate phase, Q(λ)_1step with a short eligibility trace (λ=0.1) but smaller inverse temperature (=6) fit 
the rat’s actions best, suggesting more exploratory behaviors. 

In the late phase, Q(λ)_2step with a low inverse temperature (β=2) best fit the rat’s performance. This result suggests 
that the rat started to utilize a more elaborate state representation in the late stage. 

5   Discussion 

Our results showed that rats can flexibly choose appropriate learning methods in accordance with learning progress 
in the motor sequence learning in a POMDP situation. An important issue in the next step is to find out the algorithm by 
which such a flexible choice of learning strategies is done. Another important issue is to find out how such a flexible 
choice of strategy is implemented in the brain [6,7,8]. 
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